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Background: GEMINI MPI Fortran 2018 model
• models a fluid system of equations for ionospheric plasma dynamics
• self-consistently couples electrostatic auroral & neutral currents
• advection, compression, heat flux, photochemical, chemical, impact 
ionization
• Scales from sub-kilometer to hemispherical
• Ionization rates via Fang (Maxwellian or monoenergetic)
• Aeronomy: auroral emissions via Glow and further post-processing
Description of model physics and numerics: 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3528915
GEMINI-MAGIC: modeled Tohoku ionosphere
Gemini high-level software details
• Fortran 2018 + Python wrapper
• Object-oriented, Fortran “submodule”, well-organized and easy to 
read, modify, switch and add components at build-time
• Parallelized with haloing in 2-D (B-perp) via OpenMPI
• Build system: Meson or Cmake
• Simulation setup scripts and plotting in Matlab / GNU Octave
• This was a key pain point we will fix with HDEE funding
• Auto-generated documentation using FORD 
https://github.com/Fortran-FOSS-Programmers/ford
HDEE fit (1)
• All high-risk software and modeling was prototyped and deployed 
months earlier in production code for Gemini and other projects
• In general, I omit setup.py, using the more general, safer, modern 
standard setup.cfg + pyproject.toml
• Instead of setup.py, we “build on run” from Python, avoiding difficult 
to diagnose install issues
• This approach has proven to work well for Git cloned repos or PyPi-
based installs.
• This allows using PyGemini visualization without building Gemini for 
pre-existing simulation output data
HDEE fit (2)
• Meson is a modern, sleek, pure Python competitor to Cmake
• I am a Meson core maintainer
• Meson auto-builds all prereqs beyond Fortran compiler and OpenMPI
• Cmake is also supported
HDEE fit (3)
• We test PyGemini in several configurations at “git push”
• Linux, Mac, Windows 
• Cmake, Meson
• system, “brew install”, and self-built libraries
• Community-driven development
• We have spent considerable effort modularizing the Fortran code 
and making PyGemini “just work” on nearly anything from a 
Raspberry Pi to Pleiades HPC
• We want to hear of your applications and models to interface
Interfacing to large programs with Python (1)
• I generally do not use f2py, which supports Fortran 77 but lacks 
modern Fortran
• Have experienced real problems with unexpected retained state after 
import giving subtly but significantly “wrong” results from imported 
Fortran 77 code via f2py
• This is simply an inherent limitation of legacy codes and it’s necessary 
to be conscious of these statefulness issues
• Another approach—necessary for external programs with large I/O—
use files as the intermediate layer
Interfacing to large programs with Python (2)
• Use PyHC / Fortran standard file formats throughout
• Namelist .nml is a Fortran standard text file format, directly mapping 
parameters to variables (read, write)
• HDF5 and NetCDF4 are file format output choices for PyGemini
• For restrictive computing environments, Gemini can optionally be run 
by itself as a job, transferring the files to/from the restricted 
environment for easy interface back to / from PyGemini and PySat, et 
al
• Typical geoscience user would use CLI or PySat to configure system, 
and PyGemini or user visualization
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Notes
• Equilibrium run: allow the modeling ionosphere to settle out from the 
initial state, which may not initially be self-consistent in Gemini’s 
physics
